FRI EVE, FEB 14 – EAA106 PROGRAM @ EAA106 Hangars (LWM)
The VMC Club’s purpose is to promote VFR flying, proficiency, and
safety. The intent is to create a community of pilots willing to
share information, provide recognition, foster communications,
promote safety, and build proficiency in instrument flying. VMC
Club chapters offer meetings in which pilots (and student pilots)
can network and share knowledge and experiences. The chapter
resources & scenarios are being produced and distributed by EAA.

Inaugural meeting of the EAA106 VMC Club at LWM
ALL WELCOME !!

On FRIDAY, FEB 14 …
We'll run through real flight scenarios submitted by EAA members.
Think about your experience, your currency, and your proficiency. Whether you are a very
experienced pilot or someone who just got their pilot license, try to picture yourself in this discussion,
and what action you would have taken.
In one scenario you are approaching a busy airport and the tower has you enter a downwind leg.
After several transmissions back and forth over extending your down wind, which runway is better,
and where you want to go once on the ground you receive some additional, perhaps conflicting
directions.
Well there's more to the scenario, which then leads to "What would you do?"
In another scenario, you’re on a short VFR flight with excellent weather conditions. Suddenly there is
smoke, and even flames, in the cockpit, that appears to be coming from where you have all those
really cool electronic devices plugged in ...
Well there's more to the scenario, which then leads to "What would you do?"

SCHEDULE:

6:00-7:00

FOOD (for a donation) & CAMARADERIE

A variety of Pizza, Veggie Tray, Dessert, Beverage
7:00-8:00

VMC Club flight scenarios & discussion
EAA HQ videos – (more info soon)

BRING:

Bring a guest - a friend &/or a fellow pilot. Bring Empty ink cartridges, too.

WHERE:

EAA106 Classroom/Workshop
GATE 4 – Near 400 Holt Rd, N. Andover. RIGHT at STOP, Gate 4 is on the LEFT.
MAP LINK & where to park: www.106.eaachapter.org/ourhangar.htm

